
Consequence Chart 
If I choose... Then I also choose... 
Direct Disobedience 
(to obey is to do whatever is asked 
immediately, cheerfully and thoroughly) 

insert your chosen punishment HERE 

Forgetting (disobedience) 
Being told twice to do a task 

Go to bed 30 minutes early + 1 dose 
of fish oil to help memory 

Bad attitude (facial expressions, 
slumped shoulders, sigh, etc.) 

Go to bed 30 minutes early + green 
powder to help mood 
 

Back Talk find & copy 2 verses which address 
the issue of disrespecting elders 

Didn’t do chores (without being told) do the chore plus 1 job from task jar 
Not getting up on time Go to bed 30 minutes early 
Staying up past bedtime Get up 1 hour earlier next day 
Tell a lie (big OR small) Little kids = stay silent for 1 hour 

Big kids = Work outside for 1 hour 
hard labor 

Bad table manners (as per mom) sit alone for dinner 
Bossing others around (when mom & 
dad are home) 

hug & kiss the person you were 
bossing & tell them you love them 
and give them some encouragement 

Arguing with sibling In “Sibling Conflict book” write out 
entire complaint against sibling & 
sign it 

Talking to each other rudely Do not speak for one hour 
General Not Getting Along Stay outside for an hour 
Daily GRADES BELOW 80  
 

30 extra minutes study time in that 
subject 
 

Daily Grades below Satisfactory 15 extra minutes study time in that 
subject 



Below C on report card Grounded from electronics 
Bad report from teacher (behavior) Go to bed 30 minutes early + no TV 

time + a written apology to teacher 
Saying something hateful about 
someone else in our family 

Read Aloud  I Corinthians 13: 4-8 
and insert name instead of the 
word “charity” 

Pestering or Aggravating one 
another 

Do something for the person you are 
aggravating: 
Make their bed 
Sweep their floor 
Mop their floor 
fold their clothes 
 

Dawdling / goofing off when should 
be working / slow working 

Two jobs from task jar 

Not showing gratitude / being 
ungrateful 

Write a report about problems in a 
3rd world country 

Raising voice to parent No talking for the rest of day + a 
written apology 

“Correcting” parent 1 page essay on the word “reverence” 
 


